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Abstract
Expensive simulators prevent any kind of meaningful analysis to be
performed on the phenomena they model. To get around this problem
the concept of using a statistical emulator as a surrogate representation
of the simulator was introduced in the 1980’s. Presently, simulators have
become more and more complex and as a result running a single example
on these simulators is very expensive and can take days to weeks or even
months. Many new techniques have been introduced, termed criteria,
which sequentially select the next best (most informative to the emulator)
point that should be run on the simulator. These criteria methods allow
for the creation of an emulator with only a small number of simulator
runs. We follow and extend this framework to expensive classification
simulators.
1 Introduction
This paper discusses the problem of how to speed up the evaluation of expensive
physical classification simulators. In this scenario a simulator is given an n-
dimensional input and outputs a binary classification. The interpretation of
the classification value depends on the simulator of interest. For example, the
Computation Fluid Dynamics simulator we used in section 4.2 of this paper will
output a 1 if the simulator converges to some desired value within a set amount
of iterations and a 0 otherwise.
A complex simulator is computationally expensive, and it is infeasible to per-
form any kind of Monte Carlo analysis (methods requiring hundreds of thou-
sands or millions of evaluations). Simulators that take days or hours fit into
this definitions. In addition, simulators that only take a few minutes to evalu-
ate could make Monte Carlo based analysis impractical. For example, a million
simulations would take approximately 694 days for a simulator that only takes
a single minute to evaluate.
There is ample research focusing on the problem of expensive simulators [1–5]
and the subject is still a field of active research [6–8]. Previous research has
focused on simulators with multidimensional real valued inputs [4] and single
real valued outputs as well as multidimensional real valued inputs and multi
dimensional real valued outputs [3]. However we have not come across any
research that evaluates simulators with multidimensional real valued inputs and
classification outputs. The lack of research focusing on expensive classification
simulators was overcome by looking at the framework developed for expensive
simulators with multi-dimensional inputs and real-valued outputs and making
some modifications.
The framework for expensive simulators with multi-dimensional inputs and
real-valued outputs is as follows. A statistical emulator is used as a surrogate
function that represents the simulator, in other words we use the emulator as a
model of the simulator. Next, in a point by point manor, a function called the
Sampling Criteria [5,9] is optimized and returns the next candidate point to be
evaluated on the simulator. The point that was just evaluated is added to the
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emulator, points that have actually been evaluated on the simulator are known
as design points. This process is repeated until the budget for the evaluations
of the simulator has been exhausted. See algorithm 2 for the pseudo-code.
In this paragraph we discuss the handling of expensive simulators as devel-
oped in previous works. First a Gaussian Process Regression model is used as
the emulator due to desirable properties [4] inherent in the model that other
methods, such as neural networks, do not posses. Next a Sampling Criteria
needs to be chosen. This is not a simple task due to the many Sampling Cri-
teria functions that have been developed. Each Sampling Criteria is designed
to balance the trade off between exploration versus exploitation. Selection of
Sampling Criteria is a problem which depends on each specific use case. Lastly
the Sampling Criteria must be optimized to pick the next best point. While
optimization is a difficult problem, a Sampling Criteria usually takes less time
to optimize than it does to evaluate a point on the simulator. The method dis-
cussed in this paper is not well-suited for simulators that take less time to run
than the time taken to optimize the Sampling Criteria function and updating
the Emulator.
An overview of the modifications we made to the above mentioned frame-
work are as follows. For the Emulator we use a Gaussian Process Classifier.
This introduces computational complexity not experienced with the Gaussian
Process Regression model for reasons that will be discussed in section 2. We
use a Sampling Criteria named the Expected Average Entropy [5, 9] which has
been used as a Sampling Criteria in the case of simulators with real valued
outputs. Again difficulties are introduced due to the modifications we make to
the framework with respect to how the Expected Average Entropy Sampling
Criteria behaves. Finally we use Bayesian optimization [10] as an optimizer to
our Sampling Criteria of choice.
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we discuss a brief history of
statistical emulators as well as detail the topic of Sampling Criteria and the
optimization required to get the next best point from the sampling criteria. In
section 3 we discuss our extension to these methods as well as giving implemen-
tation details. In section 4 we present a demonstration of our methods on a few
simple examples and a two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics simula-
tor. In section 5 we discuss problems we experienced when using our method
as well as some possible alternative details to overcome those problems.
2 Previous Work
In this section we discuss the fundamental pieces that we incorporated in our
solution. We review these subjects individually and direct the interested readers
to relevant previous research pertaining to each concept.
2
2.1 Gaussian Processes
The Gaussian process is fundamental to our solution implementation. We use a
total of three Gaussian processes: two of them we use directly and the other we
use indirectly. We use a Gaussian Process Classification model as our Emulator
and a Gaussian Process Regression model to model the entropy of our emulator.
We then use the entropy model to calculate the average entropy required by our
Sampling Criteria method. Lastly we use Bayesian Optimization to find the
maximum of our Sampling Criteria. A Gaussian Process regression model is used
in Bayesian optimization to model the Sampling Criteria, and then the optimum
of the Gaussian Process model is found with an acquisition function. While the
optimization process is performed in a python package, GPyOpt [11], we still
appreciate the fact that a Gaussian Process is fundamental to the solution that
gives us the motivation to briefly discuss Gaussian Processes.
In this section we discuss the Gaussian Process. Since the Gaussian Process
is a fundamental model in our work we believe that giving a brief overview of
the subject is prudent.
A Gaussian Process is a generalization of the Gaussian probability distribu-
tion. While a probability distribution describes random variables which can be
scalars or vectors, a process describes properties of functions. Thus a Gaussian
process is a distribution over functions instead of individual points or vectors.
A Gaussian process is a Bayesian model that is composed of several parts.
First an assumption is made on what form the input data will take. This
assumption is referred to as the prior and takes the form of a covariance function.
Several covariance functions exist and allow for data assumptions ranging from
very smooth and continuous data to periodic and non-stationary data. The
next Element is the likelihood probability. For a Gaussian process, a regression
likelihood model takes the form of a Gaussian distribution. A third element,
the marginal likelihood, takes the form of the integral over the product of the
likelihood and prior. Usually this integral is intractable but in the above case it
turns out that the computation can be made analytically and thus tractability.
The reason for the tractability of the product of the Gaussian distribution and
Gaussian process is due to the fact that a Gaussian Process is a conjugate prior
of a Gaussian distribution. This means the product of a Gaussian distribution
and a Gaussian Process is in fact a Gaussian Process itself. The above can be
seen in Bays Rule.
p(y|x) = p(x|y)p(y)∫
p(x|y)p(y)dy (1)
p(x|y) is the likelihood, p(y) is the prior, p(y|x) is the posterior probability, and
finally
∫
p(x|y)p(y)dy is the marginal likelihood.
While the solution for regression using Gaussian Processes is analytical and
exact, difficulty arises in the classification case. We discuss these difficulties
because our problem is fundamentally a classification problem and we use Gaus-
sian Process Classification. In the classification scenario the likelihood function
takes the form of a Bernoulli distribution. This requires an integration (or
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sum in the discrete case) over the product of a Gaussian Process and Bernoulli
distribution. Unfortunately a Gaussian process is not a conjugate prior of the
Bernoulli distribution; the product of the two creates an intractable distribution
that is approximated using a Gaussian Processes. There are several iterative
algorithms that exist to calculate this approximation. The most well known
algorithm is the Laplace Approximation. We do not use this algorithm due to
the algorithms poor accuracy performance [12]. The next most popular algo-
rithm is the Expectation Propagation algorithm, which we choose to use and is
widely considered to have good performance. The details of this algorithm are
extensive and can be found in the classification chapter of [12].
We have barely touched the topic of Gaussian processes but the interested
reader can find information on Gaussian Process regression, Gaussian Process
Classification, Covariance functions and many other topics in [12].
2.2 Emulation
The ideas in this section where taken from [4]. While [4] is not necessarily
the origin of these ideas, it presents them in an easily understandable way and
should be a first stop for anybody interested in Bayesian statistical emulation.
The main idea of [4] is to use Bayesian statistics to create a statistical emu-
lator of a simulation model. The term given to this method is Bayesian Analysis
of Computer Code Outputs (BACCO) and consists of a methodology to employ
emulators to address a wide range of practical questions of complex model be-
havior. The complex models we are interested in, and focused on in [4], come in
the form of simulators. Simulators are used to model the behavior of real world
systems and are utilized in almost all fields of science and technology. Simula-
tors can be deterministic or stochastic. In our case we focus on deterministic
simulators although work has been done in the domain of stochastic simulators
with regard to the BACCO method. We can regard our deterministic simulator
as a function f(·) which takes a vector x and produces an output y = f(x).
It is important to remember that y is a prediction of a real-world phenomena
that is being simulated by a model of said phenomena. The consequence of this
is that the prediction will probably be imperfect and there will be uncertainty
about how close the prediction is to the true real-world quantities. While we
did not take this into consideration one can refer to [1] for a complete taxonomy
of the uncertainties involved in using simulators.
In the majority of cases the output, y, is real valued. In our case the output
of our simulator is binary. Extending the BACCO framework for a binary
simulator is actually one of the original contributions of our work and will
be discussed else where in the paper. We decided to express the ideas in [4]
unaltered, dealing with real valued output, in the hopes that others will find
the ideas useful for their own endeavors.
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2.2.1 Bayesian Methods
This section discusses what Bayesian statistical methods are and how they com-
pare to frequentist methods for our problem of interest.
Frequentist statistics is a method for interpreting the probability of an event
as the number of times that event occurs approaches infinity. This limits the use-
fulness of frequentist method to events that are repeatable an indefinite number
of times. Uncertainty of repeatable events is referred to as aleatory uncertainty.
Since simulators are an approximation of a physical phenomena the uncertainty
is due to a lack of knowledge about the particular phenomena. The type of
uncertainty that is due to a lack of knowledge is call epistemic uncertainty. It
is true that Almost all uncertainties in the analysis of simulator outputs are
epistemic. For further discussion of how the distinction between aleatory and
epistemic uncertainty is fundamental between frequentist and Bayesian stat-
ics [13] page 3.
Bayesian statistics is based on a much broader definition of probability. All
techniques described in this paper are based in the Bayesian framework and will
be discussed in detail as concepts are introduced.
2.2.2 The Emulator
While not of interest to our work many find it necessary to perform sensitivity
analyses as well as uncertainty analyses on their simulators for model devel-
opment as well as model use. These analysis tools require a large number of
simulation runs which quickly becomes intractable. For example if a simula-
tor takes just one second to run it would take 11.6 days of continuous CPU
time to perform a comprehensive variance-based sensitivity analysis due to the
need to run millions of model runs to achieve a desired accuracy. A more effi-
cient method is needed and Bayesian methods are more efficient when used for
emulation.
An emulator is a statistical approximation of the simulator. Because we have
designated our simulator to be a function f(·) such that given x we can find a
mapping to the output y = f(x). It is instructive to think of an approximate
function fˆ(·) of the simulator f(·) for use in such tasks as sensitivity or uncer-
tainty analysis. While we do not consider using such an approximate function
for these analysis tasks, it is easy to see that we could benefit from the efficiency
of the approximate function due to the large expense incurred with each run or
our simulator. If the approximation can be good enough then analysis, such as
sensitivity and uncertainty, will be close enough to any analysis performed on
the simulator itself but with much less time needed.
It should be noted that fˆ(·) is a statistical approximation and thus provides
an entire probability distribution for f(x). The mean of f(x) can be inter-
preted as the approximation fˆ(·). Importantly an extra source of information
comes from the use of statistical approximations. This information comes in
the form of a interval around the mean which represents the uncertainty of the
approximation of the simulator f(x). In fact the emulator gives a probability
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distribution across the entire function f(·).
2.2.3 Building an Emulator
An emulator is a statistical approximation to the simulator as well as the fact
that it is used to estimate f(·) given a set of data in the form of training runs
yi = f(xi) for i = 1, · · · , n.
When building a simulator the following two criteria should be satisfied.
1. At a design point xi, the emulator should reflect the fact that we know
the true value of the simulator output, so it should return fˆ(xi) = yi with
no uncertainty.
2. At other points, the distribution for f(x) should give a mean value fˆ(x)
that represents a plausible interpolation or extrapolation of the train-
ing data, and the probability distribution around this mean should be
a realistic expression of the uncertainty about how the simulator might
interpolate/extrapolate.
While criterion 1 is easily checked criterion 2 requires simulator runs for
verification. If the simulator under investigation is very expensive then verifi-
cation of criterion 2 is not feasible. Two methods mentioned that fail criterion
2 are regressions methods and neural networks. The methods that does meet
both criteria are Gaussian processes. For regression, Gaussian processes are
analytically very tractable while for classification approximation methods must
be performed but are still very efficient.
A concept termed code uncertainty refers to the discrepancy created by per-
forming statistical analysis of a simulator on the emulator. Since this concept
does not pertain much to our work we omit further discussion and refer the
readers interested in a comparison of BACCO and Monte Carlo methods to [4].
2.3 Gaussian Process Emulators
2.3.1 Overview
A Gaussian process is an extension of the normal distribution. While a multi-
variate normal distribution is a distribution for several variables, each having a
marginally normal distribution, a Gaussian Process is a distribution over func-
tions. One can think of a point f(x) of a Gaussian Process as having a normal
distribution itself. The mean of this distribution serves as the estimate of the
function being approximated while the variance, or spread, of the distribution
at that point serves as the uncertainty. The higher the variance at that point
the larger the uncertainty there is at that point.
2.3.2 Smoothness
Gaussian Processes assume a certain level of smoothness to the function f(·)
that is being approximated. This smoothness can range a priori with the choose
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of covariance function as well as with the use of smoothness hyperparameters.
See [12] for more details on both.
The concept of smoothness gives Gaussian processes a major advantage over
Monte Carlo methods with respect to computation. If it is known that f(x) = 1
for x = 3 then, due to the smoothness assumption of Gaussian processes, it is
known that all values near f(x = 3) will be close to one. This is why there is less
uncertainty as we evaluate near a known point. The smoothness assumption also
accounts for the decrease in uncertainty as the number of design points increases
simply due to the decrease of the distance of two points.
The inability of Monte Carlo methods to utilize the distance between two
points accounts for the greater efficiency of using a Gaussian Process as an
approximation of a function.
Degree of smoothness is also an important part of BACCO emulation. The
reason is that the smoother a function is the more efficient the BACCO method
is. Degree of smoothness can be thought of as how rapidly a function varies. A
non-smooth function is more sensitive to small changes in the input space and
many more data points are needed to emulate a non-smooth function accurately.
Selecting smoothness hyperparameters can be tricky. If a smoothness pa-
rameter is too high then the emulator will make over confident predications
with respect to the uncertainty. If the smoothness parameter is too low then
the emulator with predict values with overstated uncertainty.
2.3.3 Higher Dimensions
All properties described thus far still hold for higher dimensions. The certainty
near an actual data point increases as we approach the data point, and the
uncertainty increases rapidly as we get further from any data point. As more
points are added, the overall uncertainty is reduced and the approximation
adapts itself to the shape of the true function. Smoothness hyperparameters
are used for each dimension. Again the values of the parameters are crucial for
an accurate and robust emulator.
An important question to ask is how much does the computational cost in-
crease with the increase of dimensionality? How does the number of training
points needed to approximate the true function grow with the number of di-
mensions in the input? In practice models never respond strongly to all of their
inputs. This means a high level of smoothness is seen in all but a few dimen-
sions. Remembering from earlier that the smoother a function or dimension is,
the fewer number of training points are needed to approximate it. For example
if there are only 200 test points and 25 five dimension then the amount of space
covered by those test points is very sparse. However if only 5 of those dimen-
sions influence the output greatly, then it might be possible to approximate
that function fairly well using a Gaussian Process emulator. This reflects recent
work in Deep Learning, which states that the curse of dimensionality might be
an illusion and the actual problem is the amount of variance in a function.
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2.3.4 Design
A design is a set of input points x1, . . . ,xN at which the simulator is evaluated
to get training data. The objective is to learn about the true function f(·) and
the question is how do we select the best design to do that. In our case, we
want the size of the design to be as small as possible. To learn the space with
the smallest number of design points requires a fairly advanced method that we
will discuss later in this paper. For applications with less stringent design size,
it is possible to use a set of N Latin Hypercube samples. There are many other
types of methods for determining the design set. Some designs are selected
sequentially, point by point, while others are decided before a model is even
created. Design selection is a current hot topic of research and has been for
at least a decade. The interested reader should see [14] page 10 for a starting
point.
2.3.5 Approximate Analysis
The reader interested in a comparison of the BACCO and Monte Carlo methods
with regards to approximate uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis of a
simulator should see [4]. We do not discuss them here because they do not
pertain to our work.
2.3.6 Bayesian Calibration
Another interesting idea that we did not work with but has shown to be needed
in other groups is Bayesian Calibration. Bayesian Calibration deals with the
problem of the discrepancy between a simulators output and real-world obser-
vation that the simulator represents approximately. More specifically it is the
process of finding the subset of model inputs that best reflect real-world obser-
vation. Conventional calibration usually attempts to find this subset via trial
and error while holding many input variables fixed and not considering any un-
certainty measure. As an alternative to the trial and error method there are
Bayesian methods for calibration.
Bayesian Calibration uses a second Gaussian Process to model the discrep-
ancy between the simulator and the real-world observations. We use a method
similar to this by using a second Gaussian process. Our method differs in that
the second Gaussian process is used to model the Shannon entropy of the emula-
tor. We then calculate the the expected average entropy of the second Gaussian
process in order to choose the next best point in our design. For more details
on Bayesian calibration see [1, 15].
2.3.7 Extensions and Challenges
There are several open questions presented in the BACCO paper [4]. Since
this paper was written in 2004 there has been advancements in many of the
challenges but we will discuss them shortly here for the interested readers.
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• Computation Prediction in Gaussian Processes requires a matrix inversion,
which has a run time of O(n3). This does not scale well, and Sparse Gaus-
sian Process methods have been created to reduce this runtime [16, 17].
Also experimentation with GPU’s has taken place in an attempt to over-
come the inversion bottleneck [18].
• Smoothness Work is being done that allows for uncertainty in smooth-
ness parameters with increased computational complexity. Choosing the
proper smoothness parameters is vital to the creation of a good emulator,
and work on choosing better smoothness parameters is needed. As far as
we know, very little research on the subject has been published (see 5.1.1
for further details).
• Multiple outputs Building separate emulators for each output is a potential
solution to this problem but any correlation between the outputs is lost.
Newer methods such as [3] and Gaussian Process Latent Variable models
(GP-LVM) [19] might be a solution to this problem. We are aware that
work has been done in this domain but we are unaware of the details.
• Discontinuities Many simulators do not respond smoothly to all of their
inputs. One problem with using Gaussian processes as emulators is that
they will potentially smooth these discontinuities that give rise to local
inaccuracies. General research is being done to address this problem [20]
and Chapter 4 of [12].
• Validation is defined in the BACCO framework as an estimate of real be-
havior with uncertainty around the estimate such that comparison with
observational data suggests the expressed uncertainty is neither too large
nor too small [7, 8].
• Software At the time of the writing of [4] in 2004, statistical software for
non-specialist statisticians was hard to acquire. Since then packages such
as R, GPy [21], GPyOpt [11], kriegInv [9] and many others have become
available and most are open source.
2.4 Sampling Criteria
In this section we follow the details presented in [9], which discusses an R package
name KrigInv and explains many theoretical properties that we use in our work.
We have found that many concepts that we use were originally intended for
other uses and also concepts can have several different names. Due to the lack
of consistent naming, we have used the terminologies expressed in this paper
that reflect how we use them.
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Reference [9] discusses a set of methods termed sampling criteria that allow
for estimating contour lines and excursions sets. These terms will be defined
further down in this section.
Sampling criteria play an important role in our work. We will discuss these
criteria as well as the sampling criteria examples discussed in [9]. Some of the
advanced techniques that we do not use in our work will be discussed in this
section with the intention that discussion of the techniques will be useful to
others in the future.
2.4.1 When to Use an Emulator
Emulators are considered to be a potential replacement for simulators, if the
following criteria are met:
• No closed-form expression is available for a simulator (f(·)). This suggest
no information outside of y = f(x) can be obtained, such as gradients.
• The dimension of the input domain X ⊂ Rd is moderate with d of the
order of 20 or less.
• The evaluation budget is small. Evaluating the simulator f(·) at any point
is assumed to be slow or expensive so the problem needs to be solved in
at most a few hundred evaluations.
• f can be evaluated sequentially. In some cases a small fraction of the
evaluation budget is dedicated to the initial design (some small number
of points chosen by an algorithm such as Latin hypercube.) The remain-
ing points are evaluated sequentially (one point at a time) at well-chosen
points. The next point to evaluate is chosen by optimizing a given Sam-
pling criteria.
• Simulators are noisy. Methods for handling a simulator that returns y =
f(x) +  exist. In our work we only consider deterministic simulators.
2.4.2 Types of Inverse Problems
Sequential sampling strategies aiming at solving the following inverse problems
are as follows.
• Estimating the excursion set Γ∗ = {x ∈ X : f(x) ≥ T}, where T is a fixed
threshold.
• Estimating the volume of excursion: α∗ := PX(Γ∗), also known as the
probability of failure estimation.
• Estimating the contour line C∗ := {x ∈ X : f(x) = T}. We are interested
in learning the decision boundary of our simulator. Our decision boundary
takes the form of the contour line when we set T = 12 .
All the above problems are similar and fall under the term of inversion.
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2.4.3 Calculations
The calculation of all the estimations above is dependent on the calculation
of the excursion probability pn(x). To find the excursion probability we must
acquire three items. The mean mn(x), the standard deviation sn(x), and the
threshold T . With these items we can then calculate the excursion probability
Φ(mn(x)−Tsn(x) ), where Φ(·) is the c.d.f. of the standard Gaussian distribution. For
a more thorough derivation of the excursion probability see page 4 of [9].
With these elements it is now possible to show how the excursion probability
is used to calculate the three previous estimations.
Γˆ = {x ∈ X : pn(x) ≥ 1/2}, αˆ =
∫
X pn(x)dx, and Cˆ = {x ∈ X : pn(x = 1/2)} ={x ∈ X : mn(x) = T} are estimators for the excursion set Γ∗, excursion volume
α∗, and contour line C∗. For a detailed derivation of these estimators see [22].
In our work we are only interested in estimating the contour line. We add the
other estimators for the interested reader.
With these tools it is possible to classify the users model into two classes:
those classes could be concepts such as convergence/divergence or inputs that
create a simulation close to real world observation/inputs that create unusable
simulation.
2.4.4 Sampling Criteria
The aim of a sampling criterion is to give, at each iteration, a point or a set of
points for evaluation. In our work we focus on individual points. The following
algorithm details the steps we followed to implement our solution that fits into
our work.
1. Evaluate f at an initial set of design points {x1, . . . ,xn},
2. Build an emulator based on {f(x1), . . . , f(xn)}
3. While the evaluation budge is not exhausted:
• choose the next design point xn+1 by maximizing a given sampling
criterion over Xr,
• evaluate f(xn+1)
• update the emulator
There are many types of sampling criteria that have been developed while many
others are currently under development. Sampling Criteria can be broken into
two separate categories. We discuss the differences between these categories of
sampling criteria for completeness and in the hopes that the information will be
helpful to others interested in sampling criteria. The two categories of Sampling
Criteria are pointwise criteria and integral criteria. Pointwise criteria method
deals with finding a single next point xn+1 while integral criteria method is best
suited for finding a batch of new points. We discuss the characteristic of a small
set of Sampling Criteria in to demonstrate the differences between the two types
of Sampling Criteria.
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Pointwise sampling criterion Three criteria discussed are ranjan, bi-
chon, and tmse. The main objective of these criteria is to find a point xn+1 ∈ X
such that the excursion probability is close to 1/2 and the variance sn
2(xn+1) is
high. We will omit a technical discussion of each criteria and focus our attention
on the properties of each criteria. For a more thorough discussion see page 6
of [9].
• tmse criterion This criterion aims to decrease the Mean Square Error
(the variance) at points where the mean mn is close to the threshold T . A
built in parameter  can be modified to adjust the amount of exploration
that is done or the amount of exploitation that takes place.
• ranjan and bichon criteria These two criteria are very similar and share
a common general expression. They only differ in the default value of a
hyper parameter δ. In theory the higher the δ value the more exploration
the criteria will attempt. However in practice these two criteria have very
similar behavior. These two methods also attempt to find the points with
means closest to the threshold and a high variance. The main distinction
between these two criterion and the tmse is that the expression to be
maximized is an expectation of the difference between two values. The
maximization of the expectation of a function is the method that we have
chosen for our work.
Integral sampling criteria Integral criteria refer to sampling criteria in-
volving numerical integration over the design space X. Three integral criteria
are discussed below. All three of the following criteria rely on the concept of
Stepwise Uncertainty Reduction (SUR) [22]. The basic idea of SUR consists in
defining an arbitrary measure of uncertainty given n observations An and at-
tempts to find the next point xn+1 that reduces (in expectation) the uncertainty
the most. It can be seen that the term uncertainty can have different definitions
and thus lead to different sample criteria.
• timse criterion Targeted Integrated Mean Square Error Criterion. Orig-
inally designed for contour line estimation timse can be used for estima-
tion the excursion set as well as its volume. Uncertainty is defined as
Uncertaintytimse :=
∫
X tmse(x)PX(dx). Where tmse(x) is the same func-
tion from the pointwise criteria. The timse attempts to find the point in
an interesting region with mean close to the threshold T and high variance.
• SUR criterion: Uncertainty is defined as Uncertaintysur := ∫X pn(x)(1−
pn(x))PX(dx) where pn(x) is the probability. For a closed form example
of the expectation of the uncertainty see [9].
• jn criterion: Is used to estimate the excursion volume. Uncertainty is
defined as Uncertaintyjn := V arn(α) where α is the set of the random
excursion set. jn require an integral over X×X which is computationally
more expensive than all other criteria. jn tends to fill space better than
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the other criteria methods and performs well when the excursion set has a
complicated shape or is not connected. jn tends to evaluate points which
are not too close to the boundary of the excursion set.
2.4.5 Computational Effort
As the dimension d increases so does the computational effort to perform the
tasks discussed above. Below are some explanations as to what elements increase
the computational complexity as the dimensions increase.
• The number of observations n grows as the number of dimensions grows
in order to insure proper space filling. In order to calculate the mean
and variance of the model, an inversion of an n × n matrix is required.
This operation has a run time of 0(n3) and becomes a large problem as n
approaches 1000. There are sparse methods that reduce the runtime down
to approximately O(n2) that might relive this problem. At the same time
if the simulator in question is very expensive then 1000 evaluations could
be intractable in the first place.
• Optimization of the sampling criteria gets more difficult and requires eval-
uation at more locations as d grows.
• If an integration criterion is used then the number of integration points
needed to maintain a high accuracy increases with the value of d.
As long as the computation time is much less than the computational time for
the simulator to complete then these methods are still viable.
Optimization Two major sub-problems discussed above require optimiza-
tion. First, the sampling strategies require that the sampling criterion be opti-
mized at each iteration. Second, for criteria involving numerical integration the
question arises as how do we actually perform the integration.
Sampling criterion optimization Optimizing the sample criterion can
be broken into discrete optimization and continuous optimization. In our work
we use Bayesian optimization.
2.5 Bayesian Optimization
The majority of the information in this section are taken from [10,23]. Bayesian
optimization is used when considering the problem of finding a global maxima
(or minima) of some unknown objective function f . The problem can be written
as x∗ = arg max
x∈X
f(x) where X is some design space of interest. Commonly X is
a compact subset of Rd but can be categorical or combinatorial as well as other
types of spaces which are handled by the Bayesian optimization framework. The
assumption that the function f is a black-box function with no simple closed
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form but can be evaluated at any arbitrary query point x in the domain is
fundamental to Bayesian Optimization. Finally y = f(x) where y ∈ R can
be deterministic or stochastic. If the output of f is noise-corrupted such that
E [y|f(x)] = f(x) The Bayesian optimization framework can still be used.
In general Bayesian optimization is used in a sequential search setting such
that at iteration n, the point xn+1 is chosen and f is evaluated at that point to
give observation yn+1. The algorithm is given a budget of N iterations and once
the budget is exhausted a final recommendation x¯N is chosen as the algorithms
best estimate.
Bayesian optimization is very data efficient and thus it is found to be useful
in situations where the evaluation of the function f is costly, non-convex and/or
multi-modal. When this is the case Bayesian optimization is able to take ad-
vantage of the information provided by the history of the optimization making
the search efficient.
From an abstract view Bayesian optimization has two main components.
The first component is a probabilistic surrogate model of the objective function
being optimized. This surrogate model is composed of a prior distribution that
capturers our assumptions of how the objective function will behave as well as
an observation model that describes the data generating mechanism. This sta-
tistical model can take many forms and each form depends on the type of prob-
lem being optimized. The second component is a loss function which describes
how optimal a sequence of queries are. The idea is to minimize the expected
loss which is typically computationally intractable. Because of this intractabil-
ity heuristics have been introduced which are termed acquisition functions.The
general algorithm followed in Bayesian Optimization can be found in Algorithm
1.
Acquisition functions trade off exploration and exploitation. The optima of
the acquisition function is located where the uncertainty of the probabilistic sur-
rogate model is large and/or where the prediction of the model is high. The next
point of the Bayesian optimization method is chosen by finding the maximum of
the acquisition function. To make the use of acquisition functions feasible they
must be easier to maximize and evaluate than the black-box function f . Since
acquisitions functions have analytical forms they fulfill the requirement stated
above so we can use them and not have to worry about introducing too much
computational overhead to the problem of interest.
Algorithm 1 Bayesian optimization
1: for n = 1, 2, . . . do
2: select new xn+1 by optimizing acquisition
3: function α
4: xn+1 = arg max
x
α (x;Dn)
5: query objective function to obtain yn+1
6: augment data Dn+1 = Dn, (xn+1, yn+1)
7: update statistical model
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The probabilistic surrogate model can be parametric or non-parametric. As
an example, if the objective function of interest produces a binary output, a
Beta-Bernoulli model can be used as the surrogate. Beta, an example of a
parametric model, is a conjugate prior to the Bernoulli distribution. This means
that the product of the Beta and the Bernoulli distribution is a Beta distribution.
In the non parametric case where the objective function has a real valued output,
Gaussian process are used as the surrogate model. For a more detailed discussion
of the surrogate model where such topics as computation cost as well as how to
handle very large data sets is discussed see [10].
The last subject of discussion is the acquisition function. The acquisition
function is the policy used for selecting the sequence of query points x1:n. The
useful acquisition function will be able to choose a sequence of points that
returns a point, xn+1 which is closer to the optimum of the objective function
than a random selection of points.
Acquisition functions can be broken into three different categories. These
categories are Improvement-based policies, Optimistic policies, and Information-
based policies. These details are beyond the scoop of our work since we used
default values for our acquisition function of choice that came from the python
package GPyOpt [11]. For a deeper discussion on the types of acquisition func-
tions as well as other practical issues such as handling hyper-parameters, Opti-
mizing acquisition functions and penalization see [10] as a good starting place.
3 Details
In this section we discuss the code Packages we used as well as implementation
details for each building block of our solution. The hope is that the interested
reader will be able to implement a solution of their own using this document
as a guideline. All of our code was written using Python 2.7 as well as all the
packages we used that are not in the standard Python distribution and were
found on GitHub.
3.1 Algorithm
The basic algorithm we follow is found in algorithm 2. The name was given to
the algorithm by our collaborators at the University of Sheffield and is the name
of the original regression version of this algorithm that they created. In fact
this algorithm is unaltered from their version. Differences are not seen until
we actually get into implementation details such as choosing a classification
emulator as well as the form the Sampling Criteria function takes.
Remember that a Design Point is a point that has actually been evaluated
on the simulator and plays the roll of a ground truth point.
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Algorithm 2 Entropic Approximate Bayesian Computation
1: Acquire n points from a space filling algorithm
2: Evaluate the n points on simulator
3: Store Design Points Dn = (x1:n, y1:n)
4: Create Emulator with Design Points
5: while Budget Not Exhausted do
6: Select new xn+1 by optimizing sampling criteria
7: Evaluate xn+1 on simulator to obtain yn+1
8: Augment data Dn+1 = Dn, (xn+1, yn+1)
9: Update Emulator
3.2 Emulator
For our Emulator we used a Gaussian Process Classification model. We used
the python package GPy [21] from the university of Sheffield as we found it to
be the most robust package that we could find. When using the GPy package
to create a Gaussian Process Classification model, the user must specify two
things: the Covariance (or Kernel) function as well as the Marginal Likelihood
approximation algorithm. For the Kernel function we choose the Matern Kernel
function provided by the package. We chose to use the Expectation Propaga-
tion (EP) algorithm to approximate the Marginal Likelihood. One of the main
reason we choose this algorithm over the more popular Laplace Approximation
algorithm is that [12] states that the Laplace Approximation performs poorly
with respect to accuracy. Also the EP algorithm is the default approximation
algorithm for Gaussian Process Classification in the GPy package.
3.3 Sampling Criteria
The Sampling Criteria we chose is based on the Expected Average Entropy
Sampling Criteria found in [5,9]. In a regression scenario the Expected average
Entropy requires an integral be taken over all of space. This integral is ap-
proximated using a Hermite-Gauss Quadrature. The calculation of this integral
becomes unnecessary in the case of classification. The formula for the Expected
Average Entropy for classification is:
p× aveH + (1− p)× aveH (2)
Where p is defined as the probability returned by the Emulator that the point
of interest (xn+1) will be labeled as 1. The calculations for aveH, the average
Entropy, can be found in algorithm 3.
The idea is to find the point xn+1 that reduces the Average Entropy the most
on Expectation. To find this point we need to use an optimization technique
to minimize our Sampling Criteria, the Expected Average Entropy. We use
the python package GPyOpt [11] which performs Bayesian Optimization on our
Sampling criteria function over a number of predefined iterations and returns
the point that reduces the Expected Average Entropy the most.
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Algorithm 3 Calculate Average Entropy
1: function aveH(nextPoint, label, model)
2: dummyModel = deepCopy(model)
3: dummyModel.addPoint(nextPoint, label)
4: points = spaceFilling(size(10000))
5: probs = dummyModel.predict(points)
6: for points in probs do
7: Entropy.append(points× log (points))
return Entropy.mean()
3.4 Bayesian Optimization
When we combine our Sampling Criteria with Bayesian Optimization we get
the next point selection function from line 6 of algorithm 2. In practice we have
to do very little other than selecting some hyper parameters as well as select
which acquisition function we want to choose and the GPyOpt package does
the rest. We select these hyper parameters and pass in our Sampling Criteria
function and then the package iterates over our Sampling Criteria a predefined
number of times and returns the next point to be evaluated on the simulator.
The hyper parameters we choose were as follows.
• Acquisition Function: Expected Improvement
• Acquisition Parameter: .001
• Normalize: True
• Optimization restarts: 1
• Model Optimize interval: 30
• Fixed Likelihood Variance at: 10−6
• Max iterations: 150
For a detailed explanation of each hyper parameter see the [11] Github page.
4 Experiments
4.1 Toy Problems
We initially test our method on three well defined simple (toy) problems. These
problems are a line, a circle and two disjointed circles. For each toy experiment
we test our method several times to evaluate how the variance of the accuracy
behaves as the number of evaluation points increases. For the line experiment
we run a total of 200 experiments with each experiment being evaluated at 35
points. We run a total of 120 experiments on the circle with a total of 65 points
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for each. Lastly we run 50 experiments on the two disjointed circle scenario
with 125 point evaluations for each run.
All experiments start with three points that have been selected through a
space filling algorithm and are then evaluated on the toy experiment. These
points are then used to create a starting emulator. All experiments use opti-
mization on the hyper-parameters of the emulator. The implementation of op-
timization was different for each experiment and these differences are addressed
in the following sections.
We use the Shannon Entropy measure which is a measure of uncertainty.
The closer the entropy is to zero the less uncertainty in the model prediction.
The closer the entropy gets to .7, the entropy max, the less certain the prediction
of the model is.
4.1.1 Line
Our first and simplest experiment is a line defined by the two dimensional
formula:
f(x0, x1) =
{
0 if 3× x1 − (2 + x0) < 0
1 if 3× x1 − (2 + x0) ≥ 0
Where the x0 ∈ [−2, 2] and x1 ∈ [−2, 2] define the square where we limit our
interrogation of our method. As the number of evaluated points increases the
better our method models the line.
We ran our method on the line experiment around 200 times with each
iteration evaluating the experiment up to 35 points. It can be seen in the box
plot from figure 1 that as the number of evaluation points increases the accuracy
of our emulator approaches 1 (100% accurate) and the variance with respect to
the accuracy of all 200 experiments decreases substantially. We optimize our
emulator after every third point.
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Figure 1: Box plot of accuracy of 200 experiments of a line model
Incremental results are shown as snap shots of the emulator and the entropy
field (Fig. 2), where the colors range from white (zero entropy) to purple (.7
value for the entropy). It is apparent that there are many outliers that hover
between 70% and 65% accuracy. The reason for this behavior is a problem
we faced in many of the experiments. The behavior is from over fitting of
the Gaussian Process Classifier when we optimized the model with either few
examples of one label and many of the other or no examples of some labels. This
brings up the question of how many point evaluations should we wait before we
optimize our emulator. For simpler models we can optimize our emulator every
few points. As the simulators grow in complexity we must wait longer and
longer before we optimize. The problem with this realization is that the object
is to use our method on a simulator of unknown complexity. This raises the
question of how to handle optimization, should we omit optimizing our model
or are there other methods we can implement to overcome this optimization
problem?
Figure 2 shows six snap shots of our emulator (seen on the left) and the
entropy of our emulator (on the right). As the number of points increases it is
easy to see that our emulator does a better and better job and approximating
the line. It is also shown that the overall entropy reduces and begins to focus
on the decision boundary of the line as more points are evaluated.
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Figure 2: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 3, 10, 20, 30 and 35, with optimization performed at every third
point.
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4.1.2 Single Circle
Next we experiment on a single circle defined by the two dimensional formula
below and with a center at (1, 0).
f(x0, x1) =
{
1 if
√
(x0 − 1)2 + x21 > 1
0 Otherwise
Where the x0 ∈ [−2, 2] and x1 ∈ [−2, 2] define the square where we limit our
interrogation of our method. As the number of evaluated points increases the
better our method models the circle.
We ran our method on the single circle experiment around 120 times with
each iteration evaluating the experiment on 65 points. It can be seen in the box
plot from figure 3 that as the number of evaluation points increases the accuracy
of our emulator approaches 1 and the variance with respect to accuracy of all
120 experiments decreases substantially. We optimized our emulator after each
tenth point.
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Figure 3: Box plot of accuracy of 120 experiments of a single circle model
We again see the problem of outliers with flat accuracy from the emulator
over-fitting when optimization takes place when the number of points from one
class far outnumbers the number of points from the other class.
To see how our emulator models the single circle refer to figure 4. We show
six snap shots of our emulator (seen on the left) and the entropy of our emulator
(on the right). As the number of points increases it is easy to see that our
emulator does a better job of approximating the single circle. It is also shown
that the overall entropy reduces and begins to focus on the decision boundary
of the circle as more points are evaluated.
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Figure 4: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 3, 10, 20, 35 and 65 (top to bottom) with optimization performed
at every tenth point.
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4.1.3 Disconnected Sets of Circles
Next we experiment with two disconnected circles defined by the two dimen-
sional formula below. The Center of the circles lies at (−1,−1) and (1, 1).
f(x0, x1) =

1 if
√
(x0 − 1)2 + (x1 − 1)2 > 1
1 if
√
(x0 + 1)2 + (x1 + 1)2 > 1
0 Otherwise
Where the x0 ∈ [−2, 2] and x1 ∈ [−2, 2] define the square where we limit our
interrogation of our method.
We ran our method on the two circle experiment around 50 times with each
iteration evaluating the experiment on 125 points. It can be seen in the box plot
from figure 5 that as the number of evaluation points increases the accuracy of
our emulator approaches 1 and the variance of the accuracy of all 50 experiments
decreases substantially.
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Figure 5: Box plot of accuracy of 50 disjointed circle model experiments
In this experiment we saw no outliers with flat accuracy from the emulator
over-fitting. We optimized every 15 points and from observation this seems to
be a good number to choose.
To see how our emulator models the two circles refer to figure 6. We show six
snap shots of our emulator (seen on the left) and the entropy of our emulator
(on the right). As the number of points increases it is easy to see that our
emulator does a better job of approximating the two circles. It is also shown
that the overall entropy reduces and begins to focus on the decision boundary
of the two circle as more points are evaluated.
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Figure 6: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 3, 10, 20, 55 and 125 (top to bottom) with optimization per-
formed at every fifteenth point.
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4.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
In this section we evaluate our emulator on a computational fluid dynamics
simulator termed FUN3D. Our experiment on the FUN3D simulator was per-
formed in a two dimensional setting with the dimensions of interest being the
Mach number ranging from .5−2.35 and the angle of attack ranging from 0−30
degrees. The FUN3D simulator results are shown in Fig. 7. The successful sim-
ulations are in blue and failed simulations are in red.
We found that optimization did not improve results thus we omitted opti-
mization of our emulator. We were only able to run one complete experiment
using the FUN3D simulator. Figure 8 shows that accuracy of our method peaks
at around 83 percent and gets to that point after roughly 65 evaluations of the
simulator. It took the experiment about 2000 minutes to evaluate 200 points.
We plotted our emulator and its entropy for each point evaluated by the
simulator. It is much more difficult to recognize progress that is being made
by our method than in the previous toy examples. Because of this we post all
images with even number of points of the experiment in appendix C in the hopes
that showing the images will visually aid the readers understanding of what our
emulator learned.
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Figure 7: FUN3D Plot with CFL set to 500
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Figure 8: FUN3D Accuracy Plot per Point
5 Discussion
5.1 When to Optimize
We saw in our work that deciding when to optimize our emulator is an important
question. If done right, optimization can lead to a more accurate emulator,
otherwise the optimization can lead to an emulator that over-fits and performs
very poorly.
Unfortunately the question of when to optimize is unique to each simulator.
We chose to optimize after every three points when trying to create an emulator
for the line found in 4.1.1. We increased the interval of optimization to 10
points when we tried to create an emulator for the single circle 4.1.2, and we
choose to optimize every 15 points with the two disjointed circles 4.1.3. When it
came to the FUN3D simulator we could not find a good interval to optimize our
emulator and just ran the experiment with no optimization. A possible insight
into why optimization of the FUN3D simulator showed no benefit are discussed
in the next section (5.2).
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5.1.1 Optimization Alternative
As an alternative to optimization, that we were not able to evaluate, we create
an emulator that is composed of an ensemble of Gaussian Process Classifiers
rather than a single Gaussian Process classifier. Creation of this new emulator
can be seen in algorithm 4. For clarity the length scale and variance fields are
hyper parameters of the Gaussian Process Classifier.
Algorithm 4 Ensemble Emulator
1: for length in lengthScaleList do
2: for var in varianceList do
3: model = New GP Classification Model
4: model.lengthscale = length
5: model.variance = var
6: modelList.append(model)
return modelList
The arrays defined by lengthScaleList as well as varianceList need to be
well chosen. What well chosen means is again another area of future research
but as a starting point we set lengthScaleList = [.1, .5, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 10] and
varianceList = [.1, 1, 5].
With this new ensemble emulator we need to define a method to calculate
the probability of a point. This method is defined in algorithm 5
Algorithm 5 Ensemble Emulator Probability
1: function predictProbEnsemble(emulator, nextPoint)
2: weight = 0
3: weights = 0
4: probabilities = 0
5: weightProbs = 0
6: for model in emulator do
7: weight += model.logLikelihood()
8: for model in emulator do
9: weights += model.logLikelihood()/weight
10: for model in emulator do
11: probabilities.append(model.predictProb(nextPoint))
12: for probs in probabilities do
13: for weight in weights do
14: weightProbs += weight× probs
return weightProbs
This new ensemble emulator also means that modifications to algorithm 3
must also be made. These modifications are rather obvious with algorithms 4
and 5 defined so we will omit the details to the modification of algorithm 3.
The motivation behind this method is to reduce our methods possibility of
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over fitting on the data and giving incorrect predictions in regions near points
that have been evaluated on the simulator. We were unable to evaluate this
algorithm, but it is a good topic of future research for improvement.
5.2 Kernel Function Selection
We observed from our experiments that the choice of the Matern kernel was
good for all of our toy examples. On the other hand we have an intuition
that a better choice of kernel function could be used in the case of the FUN3D
simulator. This intuition comes from the properties of the Matern Kernel and
the behavior we see of the FUN3D simulator. To clarify, the Matern kernel
assumes a stationary somewhat smooth data set. By ’somewhat smooth’ we
refer to the fact that some stationary kernel functions are infinity differentiable,
such as the squared exponential kernel, while the Matern Kernel is only three
times differentiable. This property means that the Matern kernel is good for
modelling data that can be very ’wiggly’ but still smooth. By ’wiggly’ we mean
that there are a large, non-infinite, number of points where the derivative, which
is defined, changes from positive to negative or vice versa.
It can be seen in figure 7 that the FUN3D simulator is more discontinuous
than the Matern Kernel can handle. This observation means that we need
to investigate further if alternative kernel functions would be a better fit for
creating a classification emulator that would better approximate the FUN3D
simulator. Some alternative kernel properties that might be beneficial, thus
worth looking into, are kernels that are non-stationary as well as kernels that
are able to model highly non-smooth data. This is another good topic for future
work. More detailed information on Kernel functions can be seen at chapter 4
of [12].
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A Code for Toy Experiments
This code can run all toy experiments listed in the paper. The user only needs to modify the function f(X) to change
which experiment is evaluated. The code to run the FUN3D experiment is very similar to this. The only difference
is, again, the form of the function f(X). To run this code you must use the python Packages GPy, GPyOpt, Numpy,
SciPy and PyDOE. All packages can be found on GitHub.
# c o d i n g : u t f −8
# #U s e t h e EntABC c l a s s t o d o e n t r o p i c ABC
# I n [ 5 ] :
import numpy as np
import time
import GPy
from multiprocessing import Pool
#f r o m e n t r o p i c A B C i m p o r t EntABC
# g e t i p y t h o n ( ) . m a g i c ( u ’ m a t p l o t l i b i n l i n e ’ )
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use(’Agg’)
matplotlib.rcParams[’figure.figsize’] = (18, 5)
# np . r a n d o m . s e e d ( 5 5 ) # s e t t h e s e e d
import numpy as np
import GPy
import sys
sys.path.append(’~/SheffieldML’)
import GPyOpt
import sys
sys.path.append(’/xlogx/npufunc directory/’)
import npufunc as util
import copy
#f r o m m a t p l o t l i b i m p o r t p y p l o t a s p l t
import json
class EntABC(object):
def init (self, bounds, model,
data lower=−np.inf, data upper=.5,
gridtype=’fixed’, gridres=100,
GH points=10):
self.bounds = bounds
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self.model = model
assert not np.all(np.isinf(
[data lower , data upper])), "you must specify
at least one−sided ovbervation bound!"
self.data lower , self.data upper = data lower , .5
# GH s e t u p
#self . g h x , self . g h w = np . p o l y n o m i a l . h e r m i t e . h e r m g a u s s (
G H p o i n t s )#
# g r i d s e t u p
self.gridtype, self.gridres = gridtype, gridres
if gridtype is ’fixed’:
self.Xgrid = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(
self.bounds, self.gridres)
def select next point(self, max iter=150, ∗∗ options):
” ” ”
c o m p u t e t h e o p t i m a l n e x t p o i n t u s i n g B a y e s i a n O p t i m i z a t i o n .
m a x i t e r i s t h e n u m b e r o f BO i t e r a t i o n s t h a t we ’ l l u s e .
o p t i o n s a r e k e y w o r d a r g u m e n t s t h a t w i l l b e p a s s e d t o t h e
B a y e s i a n
O p t i m i z e r . By d e f a u l t we u s e :
a c q u i s i t i o n = ’ EI ’ ,
a c q u i s i t i o n p a r = 0 . 0 0 1 ,
n o r m a l i z e =True ,
m o d e l o p t i m i z e r e s t a r t s =1 ,
m o d e l o p t i m i z e i n t e r v a l = 3 0 ,
v e r b o s i t y =0
S e e GPyOpt . B a y e s i a n O p t i m i z a t i o n f o r a f u l l l i s t .
R e t u r n s
−−
Xnew , t h e n e x t p o i n t t o s a m p l e
m , t h e GPyOpt m o d e l w h i c h d i d t h e o p t i m i z i n g
” ” ”
default options = dict(acquisition=’EI’,
acquisition par=0.001,
normalize=True,
model optimize restarts=1,
model optimize interval=30,
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verbosity=0)
# s e t t h e d e f a u l t o p t i o n s i n t h e d i c t i o n a r y o n l y i f t h e y ’ r e n o t
s e t .
for k, a in default options.iteritems():
if not k in options:
options[k] = a
m = GPyOpt.methods.BayesianOptimization(
self.objective , self.bounds, ∗∗ options)
m.model.likelihood.variance.fix(1e−6)
m.run optimization(max iter=max iter)
i = np.argmin(m.Y)
Xnew = m.X[i]
return Xnew, m
def select next point grid(self, search res=5):
” ” ”
S e l e c t t h e n e x t p o i n t b y b r u t e − f o r c e s e a r c h i n g on a g r i d .
” ” ”
search grid = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(self.bounds,
search res)
print search grid.shape
E entropies = self.objective(search grid)
# p r i n t E e n t r o p i e s
print ’min entropies’
print np.min(E entropies), np.max(E entropies), E entropies.
shape
i = np.argmin(E entropies)
print ’grid info’
print i, search grid[i], search grid[i].shape
return search grid[i]
def objective(self, Xtrial):
” ” ”
The o b j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n f o r s e l e c t i n g t h e n e x t p o i n t a t t h e
p o i n t X
” ” ”
# h a n d l e a l l p o i n t s o n e a t a t i m e . F o r m u l t i p l e p o i n t s o f
X t r i a l ,
# r e c u r s e .
if len(Xtrial.shape) == 1:
Xtrial = Xtrial.reshape(1, −1)
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if Xtrial.shape[0] > 1:
return np.array([self.objective(x) for x in Xtrial]).
reshape(−1, 1)
# w o r k o u t i f we n e e d a d y n a m i c g r i d
if self.gridtype is ’dynamic’:
Xgrid = self.dynamic grid(Xtrial)
else:
Xgrid = self.Xgrid
return self.E AveH classification(Xtrial, Xgrid)
def dynamic grid(self, X):
” ” ”
C o m p u t e a g r i d w h i c h i s t w o l e n g t h s c a l e s a r o u n d X , b u t s t i l l
w i t h i n self . b o u n d s
” ” ”
X = X.squeeze
assert len(X.shape) == 1, "dynamic grids are around one point
only"
lower = np.fmin([d[0] for d in self.bounds],
X − self.model.kern.lengthscale)
upper = np.fmax([d[1] for d in self.bounds],
X + self.model.kern.lengthscale)
return GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(zip(lower, upper), self.
gridres)
def aveH classification(self, Xtrial, Xgrid, label):
Xnext = np.vstack((self.model.X, Xtrial))
Y label = np.vstack((self.model.Y, label))
# m o d e l c o p y = GPy . m o d e l s . G P C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( X n e x t , Y l a b e l , k e r n e l
=GPy . k e r n . M a t e r n 5 2 ( 2 , 1 , 1 . ) )
model copy = copy.deepcopy(self.model)
worked = True
try:
model copy.set XY(Xnext, Y label)
except:
print ’we had an error somewhere!!!!!!!!!!!!’
worked = False
p label , = np.asarray(model copy.predict(Xgrid))
del model copy
return util.entropy(p label).mean()
def E AveH classification(self, Xtrial, Xgrid):
if len(Xtrial.shape) == 1:
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Xtrial = Xtrial.reshape(1, −1)
if Xtrial.shape[0] > 1:
return np.array([self.E AveH classification(x, Xgrid) for x
in Xtrial])
# p o o l = P o o l ( p r o c e s s e s =2)
# g l o b a l X t r a i l
# 3 g l o b a l X g r i d
# g l o b a l self . m o d e l
px, = np.asarray(self.model.predict(Xtrial))
# r e s u l t s = p o o l . map ( a v e H c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , [ ( self , X t r i a l , 0 ) , ( self ,
X t r i a l , 1 ) ] )
# p o o l . c l o s e ( )
# t t e s t , = np . a s a r r a y ( self . m o d e l . p r e d i c t ( self . m o d e l . X ) )
# X n e x t = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . X , X t r i a l ) )
# Y z e r o = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . Y , np . a r r a y ( [ 0 ] ) ) )
# Y o n e = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . Y , np . a r r a y ( [ 1 ] ) ) )
# p r i n t self . m o d e l . X
# m o d e l z e r o = c o p y . d e e p c o p y ( self . m o d e l )
# m o d e l z e r o . s e t X Y ( X n e x t , Y z e r o )
# m o d e l o n e = c o p y . d e e p c o p y ( self . m o d e l )
# m o d e l o n e . s e t X Y ( X n e x t , Y o n e )
# t t e s t , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l z e r o . p r e d i c t ( self . m o d e l . X ) )
# p r i n t t t e s t
# p z e r o , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l z e r o . p r e d i c t ( X g r i d ) )
# p o n e , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l o n e . p r e d i c t ( X g r i d ) )
# p r i n t t y p e ( m o d e l o n e )
# p r i n t ’ m i n s a n d max ’
# p r i n t min ( p z e r o ) , max ( p z e r o ) , min ( p o n e ) , max ( p o n e )
# A v e H z e r o = u t i l . e n t r o p y ( p z e r o ) . mean ( )
# A v e H o n e = u t i l . e n t r o p y ( p o n e ) . mean ( )
# p r i n t t y p e ( A v e H z e r o ) , t y p e ( p x )
# d e l m o d e l o n e
# d e l m o d e l z e r o
# p r i n t A v e H o n e , A v e H z e r o
# p r i n t p x ∗ A v e H o n e + (1− p x ) ∗ A v e H z e r o
return px ∗ self.aveH classification(Xtrial, Xgrid, np.array
([1])) + (1 − px) ∗ self.aveH classification(Xtrial, Xgrid,
np.array([0]))
def plot(self, iteration):
if len(self.bounds) == 1:
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self.plot 1d
elif len(self.bounds) == 2:
self.plot 2d(iteration)
else:
raise NotImplementedError , "what should we plot in high
dimensions?"
def plot 1d(self):
pass
def plot 2d(self, iteration , show objective=False, resolution=1000,
show variance=False, highlight latest=True, show entropy=True):
num plots = 1
if show objective:
num plots += 1
if show variance:
num plots += 1
if show entropy:
num plots += 1
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, num plots , sharex=True,
sharey=True, figsize=(4 ∗ 5, 5))
ax = np.atleast 1d(ax)
assert ax.size == num plots
Xplot = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(self.bounds, resolution)
xx, yy = [x.reshape(resolution , resolution) for x in Xplot.T]
p, = self.model.predict(Xplot)
mu, var = self.model. raw predict(Xplot)
std = np.sqrt(np.clip(var, 0, np.inf))
vmin, vmax = self.model.Y.min(), self.model.Y.max()
# p r i n t ’ x x y y ’
# p r i n t x x . s h a p e , y y . s h a p e
CS = ax[0].contour(xx, yy, p.reshape(∗xx.shape),
vmin=vmin, vmax=vmax, cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
if highlight latest:
ax[0].plot(self.model.X[−1, 0], self.model.X[−1, 1], ’ro’,
ms=16)
ax[0].scatter(self.model.X[:, 0], self.model.X[:, 1], 40, self.
model.Y[:, 0],
linewidth=1.2, vmin=vmin, vmax=vmax, cmap=plt.cm.
jet, zorder=10)
# p = u t i l . n o r m c d f ( ( mu ) / np . s q r t (1+ np . c l i p ( v a r , 0 , np . i n f ) ) )# −
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# u t i l . n o r m c d f ( ( self . d a t a l o w e r −mu ) / s t d )
H = util.entropy(p)
# p r i n t ’ p r o b a b i l i t y ’
# p r i n t np . min ( p ) , np . max ( p )
# p r i n t ’ E n t r o p y ’
# p r i n t np . min ( H ) , np . max ( H )
ax[0].imshow(1 − p.reshape(∗xx.shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray,
interpolation=’bilinear’,
origin=’lower’, extent=np.hstack(self.bounds),
aspect=’auto’)
ax count = 1
# i f s h o w v a r i a n c e :
# a x [ a x c o u n t ] . c o n t o u r f ( x x , yy , s t d . r e s h a p e ( ∗ x x . s h a p e ) , cmap
= p l t . cm . B l u e s )
# a x c o u n t += 1
if show entropy:
foo = ax[ax count].contourf(xx, yy, H.reshape(
∗xx.shape), cmap=plt.cm.Blues, vmin=0, vmax=util.
entropy(0.5))
plt.colorbar(foo)
ax count += 1
if show objective:
foo = ax[ax count].contourf(xx, yy, self.objective(
Xplot).reshape(resolution , resolution), cmap=plt.cm.jet
)
plt.colorbar(foo)
fig.savefig(’/scratch/two circle image’ + str(iteration) + ’.
png’)
return fig, ax
def aveH classification(args):
Xnext = np.vstack((args[0].X, args[1]))
Y label = np.vstack((args[0].Y, args[3]))
model copy = copy.deepcopy(args[0])
model copy.set XY(Xnext, Y label)
p label , = np.asarray(model copy.predict(args[2]))
del model copy
return util.entropy(p label).mean()
def calculate accuracy(model, bound, resolution):
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Xplot = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(bound, resolution)
model output , = model.predict(Xplot)
# p r i n t t y p e ( m o d e l o u t p u t )
# p r i n t l e n ( m o d e l o u t p u t )
model truth = np.array(
([1 if i > .5 else 0 for i in model output])).reshape(−1, 1)
f truth = f(Xplot)
# p r i n t l e n ( f t r u t h )
# p r i n t f t r u t h . s h a p e , m o d e l t r u t h . s h a p e
# m o d e l
# p r i n t np . sum ( m o d e l t r u t h == f t r u t h )
# f o r i i n m o d e l t r u t h : p r i n t i
return float(np.sum(model truth == f truth)) / f truth.size
def f(X):
if len(X.shape) == 1:
X = X.reshape(1, −1) # p r i n t X
# r e t u r n ( mTrue . p r e d i c t ( X ) [ 0 ] )
# p r i n t np . a r r a y ( np . s i g n ( [ − 1 ∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 f o r j i n X p o i n t s ] ) ) .
r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 ) . s i z e
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( ( [ 1 i f −1∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 >= 0 e l s e 0 f o r j i n
# X ] ) ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
ypoints = []
for i in X:
if (i[0] − 1) ∗∗2 + (i[1] − 1) ∗∗2 <= 1:
ypoints.append(1)
elif (i[0] + 1) ∗∗2 + (i[1] + 1) ∗∗2 <= 1:
ypoints.append(1)
else:
ypoints.append(0)
# p r i n t y p o i n t s ’ ’ ’
return np.array(ypoints).reshape(−1, 1)
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f np . s q r t ( ( j [ 0 ] − 1 ) ∗∗2+ j [ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) >1 e l s e 0 f o r j
i n
# X ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
# I n [ 6 ] :
def first step(main iteration):
# d e f i n e t h e p r o b l e m : b o u n d s , d a t a l i m i t s , f u n c t i o n a n d g r i d f o r
e v a l u a t i n g
# e n t r o p y .
x = 2
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bounds = [[−x, x], [−x, x]]
data lower , data upper = .5, .5
# d r a w f r o m t a GP f o r g r o u n d t r u t h .
# x x , y y = np . m g r i d [ b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] : b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 1 ] : 1 0 j , b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 0 ] :
b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 1 ] : 1 0 j ]
# p r i n t x x . f l a t t e n ( )
# p r i n t y y . f l a t t e n ( )
# X p o i n t s = np . v s t a c k ( ( x x . f l a t t e n ( ) , y y . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . T
# p r i n t X p o i n t s
# K=GPy . k e r n . RBF ( i n p u t d i m =2 , v a r i a n c e = 1 0 , l e n g t h s c a l e =2) . K ( X p o i n t s
)
# y p o i n t s = np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f −1∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 >=0 e l s e 0 f o r j i n
X p o i n t s ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
# y p o i n t s = np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f np . s q r t ( ( j [ 0 ] − 1 ) ∗∗2+ j [ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) >2 e l s e 0
f o r j i n X p o i n t s ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
’ ’ ’ y p o i n t s = [ ]
f o r i i n X p o i n t s :
i f ( i [ 0 ] − 2 ) ∗ ∗2 + ( i [ 1 ] − 2 ) ∗ ∗ 2 <= 4 :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 1 )
e l i f ( i [ 0 ] + 2 ) ∗ ∗2 + ( i [ 1 ] + 2 ) ∗ ∗ 2 <= 4 :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 1 )
e l s e :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 0 )
# p r i n t y p o i n t s ’ ’ ’
# d e f f ( X ) :
# i f l e n ( X . s h a p e ) ==1:
# X = X . r e s h a p e ( 1 , − 1 ) # p r i n t X
# r e t u r n ( mTrue . p r e d i c t ( X ) [ 0 ] )
# p r i n t np . a r r a y ( np . s i g n ( [ − 1 ∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 f o r j i n X p o i n t s ] ) ) .
r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 ) . s i z e
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( ( [ 1 i f −1∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 >= 0 e l s e 0 f o r j i n X
] ) ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f np . s q r t ( ( j [ 0 ] − 1 ) ∗∗2+ j [ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) >2 e l s e 0 f o r
j i n
# X ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
#x x , y y = np . m g r i d [ b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] : b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 1 ] : 5 0 j , b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 0 ] :
b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 1 ] : 5 0 j ]
# X g r i d = np . v s t a c k ( ( x x . f l a t t e n ( ) , y y . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . T
# I n [ 7 ] :
# f i r s t f e w e v a l u a t i o n s a t r a n d o m p o i n t s a n d c o n s t r u c t i o n o f GP
m o d e l
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from pyDOE import lhs
initial points = 3
X = lhs(2, initial points , criterion="maximin", iterations=1000)
X = X ∗ np.array([bounds[0][1] − bounds[0][0], bounds[1][1] −
bounds[1][0]]) + np.array([bounds[0][0], bounds
[1][0]])
# p r i n t X
Y = f(X)
# p r i n t ( Y . s h a p e == Y . s h a p e )
# p r i n t Y
m = GPy.models.GPClassification(X, Y, kernel=GPy.kern.Matern52(2,
1, 1.))
# m . G a u s s i a n n o i s e . f i x ( 1 e −8)
# m . p l o t ( )
total accuracy = [[]]
# I n [ ] :
# I n [ 8 ] :
start = time.time()
iteration = 125
accuracy list = []
for it in range(iteration):
start loop = time.time()
# o p t i m i z e now a n d t h e n .
if it % 15 == 0 and it != 0: # a n d i t >1:
# i f i t == 1 :
# p a s s
# e l s e :
# p a s s
m.optimize()
# h e r e ’ s t h e EntABC i n s t a n c e
mABC = EntABC(bounds, m, data lower , data upper)
# c h o o s e t h e b e s t p o i n t s e e n b y t h e O p t i m i z a t i o n m o d e l
Xnew, mBO = mABC.select next point()
# p l o t
mABC.plot(it)
# mBO . p l o t c o n v e r g e n c e ( )
# a c t u a l l y s e t t h e i n t e n d e d o b s e r v a
Ynew = f(Xnew)
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# p r i n t t y p e ( Ynew ) , t y p e ( Xnew )
setX = np.vstack((m.X, Xnew))
setY = np.vstack((m.Y, Ynew))
dummy = calculate accuracy(m, bounds, 100)
accuracy list.append(dummy)
print ’Accuracy is ’ + str(dummy)
m.set XY(setX, setY)
print ’Iteration Number ’ + str(it + 1)
print ’Iteration Time was ’ + str(((time.time() − start loop) /
60.0)) + ’ minutes’
# p r i n t c a l c u l a t e a c c u r a c y ( )
try:
with open("single two circle results " + str(main iteration
) + ".txt", "w") as myfile:
json.dump(accuracy list , myfile)
except:
print "some where io error"
print ’Final Iteration’
end = time.time()
print ’Total time was ’ + str((end − start) / 60.0) + ’ Minutes’
return accuracy list
def dummy function():
# I n [ ] :
# p l o t t h e t r u t h
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, 3, sharex=True, sharey=True, figsize=(18,
6))
ff = f(Xgrid).reshape(∗xx.shape)
CS = ax[0].contour(xx, yy, ff.reshape(
∗xx.shape), np.arange(−6, 6, 2), vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(),
cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
ptrue = (ff < data upper) ∗ 1.
ax[0].imshow(1 − ptrue.reshape(∗xx.shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray,
interpolation=’nearest’, origin=’lower’, extent=np.
hstack(bounds))
ax[0].set title(’ground truth’)
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# s p a c e f i l l e r
from pyDOE import lhs
Xfill = lhs(2, samples=m.Y.size, criterion="maximin", iterations
=1000)
Xfill = Xfill ∗ np.array([bounds[0][1] − bounds[0][0], bounds[1]
[1] − bounds[1][0]]) + np.array([bounds
[0][0], bounds[1][0]])
Yfill = f(Xfill)
mfill = GPy.models.GPRegression(
Xfill, Yfill, kernel=GPy.kern.Matern52(2, 1, 1.))
mfill.Gaussian noise.fix(1e−6)
mfill.optimize restarts(3)
mfill mu , mfill var = mfill.predict(Xgrid)
CS = ax[1].contour(xx, yy, mfill mu.reshape(
∗xx.shape), np.arange(−6, 6, 2), vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(),
cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
from scipy import stats
def probabilities(mu, var):
# − s t a t s . norm . c d f (−( mu − d a t a l o w e r ) / np . s q r t ( v a r ) )
return stats.norm.cdf((mu) / np.sqrt(var))
ax[1].imshow(1 − probabilities(mfill mu , mfill var).reshape(∗xx.
shape).T,
cmap=plt.cm.gray, interpolation=’bilinear’, origin=’
lower’, extent=np.hstack(bounds))
ax[1].plot(Xfill[:, 0], Xfill[:, 1], ’ro’)
ax[1].set title(’space filling’)
m ent mu , m ent var = m. raw predict(Xgrid)
ax[2].imshow(1 − probabilities(m ent mu , m ent var).reshape(∗xx.
shape).T,
cmap=plt.cm.gray, interpolation=’bilinear’, origin=’
lower’, extent=np.hstack(bounds))
ax[2].plot(m.X[:, 0], m.X[:, 1], ’ro’)
CS = ax[2].contour(xx, yy, m ent mu.reshape(
∗xx.shape), np.arange(−6, 6, 2), vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(),
cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
ax[2].set title(’Entropic search’)
ax[2].set ylim(yy.min(), yy.max())
ptrue = ptrue.flatten()
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# g e t t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r t h e s p a c e − f i l l i n g d e s i g n
mu, var = mfill. raw predict(Xgrid)
pfill = probabilities(mu, var).flatten()
pfill = np.where(ptrue == 1, pfill, 1 − pfill)
print ’fill:’, np.mean(np.log(pfill)), np.mean(ptrue == (pfill >
0.5))
# g e t t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r t h e e n t r o p y s e a r c h
p, = m.predict(Xgrid)
#p = p r o b a b i l i t i e s ( mu , v a r ) . f l a t t e n ( )
p = np.where(ptrue == 1, p, 1 − p)
print ’ES:’, np.mean(np.log(p)), np.mean(ptrue == (p > 0.5))
# I n [ ] :
x range = range(initial points , iteration + initial points)
mfill
# I n [ ] :
m.plot()
plt.figure(0)
plt.plot(x range , accuracy list)
plt.ylabel(’Accuracy %’)
plt.xlabel(’Total Number of Evaluations’)
plt.plot()
# I n [ ] :
m.pickle(’example model.pickle’)
# I n [ ] :
print m.Y, m.Y.size
# I n [ ] :
plt.plot(np.random.randn(10))
# I n [ ] :
def main():
results = []
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try:
accuracy = first step(1)
results.append(accuracy)
# p r i n t ” E p o c h n u m b e r ”+ s t r ( i +1) +” o u t o f 2 5 ”
except Exception as e:
print str(e) + ’we are going to try again’
# w i t h o p e n ( ’ l o n g c i r c l e a c c u r a c y . t x t ’ , ’ w ’ ) a s m y f i l e :
# j s o n . dump ( r e s u l t s , m y f i l e )
# I n [ ] :
if name == " main ":
main()
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B Code for FUN3D Experiment
# c o d i n g : u t f −8
# #U s e t h e EntABC c l a s s t o d o e n t r o p i c ABC
# I n [ 5 ] :
import codecs
import subprocess
import numpy as np
import time
import GPy
from multiprocessing import Pool
#f r o m e n t r o p i c A B C i m p o r t EntABC
# g e t i p y t h o n ( ) . m a g i c ( u ’ m a t p l o t l i b i n l i n e ’ )
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use(’Agg’)
matplotlib.rcParams[’figure.figsize’]=(18,5)
#np . r a n d o m . s e e d ( 5 5 ) # s e t t h e s e e d
import numpy as np
import GPy
import sys; sys.path.append(’~/SheffieldML’)
import GPyOpt
import sys
sys.path.append(’/xlogx/npufunc directory/’)
import npufunc as util
import copy
#f r o m m a t p l o t l i b i m p o r t p y p l o t a s p l t
import json
class EntABC(object):
def init (self, bounds, model,
data lower=−np.inf, data upper=.5,
gridtype=’fixed’, gridres=100,
GH points=10):
self.bounds = bounds
self.model = model
assert not np.all(np.isinf([data lower , data upper])),
"you must specify at least one−sided
ovbervation bound!"
self.data lower , self.data upper = data lower , .5
#GH s e t u p
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#self . g h x , self . g h w = np . p o l y n o m i a l . h e r m i t e . h e r m g a u s s (
G H p o i n t s )#
# g r i d s e t u p
self.gridtype, self.gridres = gridtype, gridres
if gridtype is ’fixed’:
self.Xgrid = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(self.bounds,
self.gridres)
def select next point(self, max iter=150, ∗∗ options):
” ” ”
c o m p u t e t h e o p t i m a l n e x t p o i n t u s i n g B a y e s i a n O p t i m i z a t i o n .
m a x i t e r i s t h e n u m b e r o f BO i t e r a t i o n s t h a t we ’ l l u s e .
o p t i o n s a r e k e y w o r d a r g u m e n t s t h a t w i l l b e p a s s e d t o t h e
B a y e s i a n
O p t i m i z e r . By d e f a u l t we u s e :
a c q u i s i t i o n = ’ EI ’ ,
a c q u i s i t i o n p a r = 0 . 0 0 1 ,
n o r m a l i z e =True ,
m o d e l o p t i m i z e r e s t a r t s =1 ,
m o d e l o p t i m i z e i n t e r v a l = 3 0 ,
v e r b o s i t y =0
S e e GPyOpt . B a y e s i a n O p t i m i z a t i o n f o r a f u l l l i s t .
R e t u r n s
−−
Xnew , t h e n e x t p o i n t t o s a m p l e
m , t h e GPyOpt m o d e l w h i c h d i d t h e o p t i m i z i n g
” ” ”
default options = dict(acquisition=’EI’,
acquisition par=0.001,
normalize=True,
model optimize restarts=1,
model optimize interval=30,
verbosity=0)
# s e t t h e d e f a u l t o p t i o n s i n t h e d i c t i o n a r y o n l y i f t h e y ’ r e n o t
s e t .
for k,a in default options.iteritems():
if not k in options:
options[k] = a
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m = GPyOpt.methods.BayesianOptimization(self.objective , self.
bounds ,∗∗ options)
m.model.likelihood.variance.fix(1e−6)
m.run optimization(max iter=max iter)
i = np.argmin(m.Y)
Xnew = m.X[i]
return Xnew, m
def select next point grid(self, search res=5):
” ” ”
S e l e c t t h e n e x t p o i n t b y b r u t e − f o r c e s e a r c h i n g on a g r i d .
” ” ”
search grid = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(self.bounds,
search res)
print search grid.shape
E entropies = self.objective(search grid)
# p r i n t E e n t r o p i e s
print ’min entropies’
print np.min(E entropies), np.max(E entropies), E entropies.
shape
i = np.argmin(E entropies)
print ’grid info’
print i, search grid[i], search grid[i].shape
return search grid[i]
def objective(self, Xtrial):
” ” ”
The o b j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n f o r s e l e c t i n g t h e n e x t p o i n t a t t h e
p o i n t X
” ” ”
# h a n d l e a l l p o i n t s o n e a t a t i m e . F o r m u l t i p l e p o i n t s o f X t r i a l
, r e c u r s e .
if len(Xtrial.shape)==1:
Xtrial = Xtrial.reshape(1,−1)
if Xtrial.shape[0]>1:
return np.array([self.objective(x) for x in Xtrial]).
reshape(−1,1)
#w o r k o u t i f we n e e d a d y n a m i c g r i d
if self.gridtype is ’dynamic’:
Xgrid = self.dynamic grid(Xtrial)
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else:
Xgrid = self.Xgrid
return self.E AveH classification(Xtrial, Xgrid)
def dynamic grid(self, X):
” ” ”
C o m p u t e a g r i d w h i c h i s t w o l e n g t h s c a l e s a r o u n d X , b u t s t i l l
w i t h i n self . b o u n d s
” ” ”
X = X.squeeze
assert len(X.shape)==1, "dynamic grids are around one point
only"
lower = np.fmin([d[0] for d in self.bounds], X − self.model.
kern.lengthscale)
upper = np.fmax([d[1] for d in self.bounds], X + self.model.
kern.lengthscale)
return GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(zip(lower, upper), self.
gridres)
def aveH classification(self, Xtrial, Xgrid, label):
Xnext = np.vstack((self.model.X, Xtrial))
Y label = np.vstack((self.model.Y, label))
# m o d e l c o p y = GPy . m o d e l s . G P C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( X n e x t , Y l a b e l , k e r n e l
=GPy . k e r n . M a t e r n 5 2 ( 2 , 1 , 1 . ) )
model copy = copy.deepcopy(self.model)
worked = True
try:
model copy.set XY(Xnext, Y label)
except:
print ’we had an error somewhere!!!!!!!!!!!!’
worked = False
p label , = np.asarray(model copy.predict(Xgrid))
del model copy
return util.entropy(p label).mean()
def E AveH classification(self, Xtrial, Xgrid):
if len(Xtrial.shape)==1:
Xtrial = Xtrial.reshape(1,−1)
if Xtrial.shape[0]>1:
return np.array([self.E AveH classification(x, Xgrid) for x
in Xtrial])
# p o o l = P o o l ( p r o c e s s e s =2)
# g l o b a l X t r a i l
#3 g l o b a l X g r i d
# g l o b a l self . m o d e l
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px, = np.asarray(self.model.predict(Xtrial))
# r e s u l t s = p o o l . map ( a v e H c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , [ ( self , X t r i a l , 0 ) , ( self ,
X t r i a l , 1 ) ] )
# p o o l . c l o s e ( )
# t t e s t , = np . a s a r r a y ( self . m o d e l . p r e d i c t ( self . m o d e l . X ) )
# X n e x t = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . X , X t r i a l ) )
# Y z e r o = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . Y , np . a r r a y ( [ 0 ] ) ) )
# Y o n e = np . v s t a c k ( ( self . m o d e l . Y , np . a r r a y ( [ 1 ] ) ) )
# p r i n t self . m o d e l . X
# m o d e l z e r o = c o p y . d e e p c o p y ( self . m o d e l )
# m o d e l z e r o . s e t X Y ( X n e x t , Y z e r o )
# m o d e l o n e = c o p y . d e e p c o p y ( self . m o d e l )
# m o d e l o n e . s e t X Y ( X n e x t , Y o n e )
# t t e s t , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l z e r o . p r e d i c t ( self . m o d e l . X ) )
# p r i n t t t e s t
# p z e r o , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l z e r o . p r e d i c t ( X g r i d ) )
# p o n e , = np . a s a r r a y ( m o d e l o n e . p r e d i c t ( X g r i d ) )
# p r i n t t y p e ( m o d e l o n e )
# p r i n t ’ m i n s a n d max ’
# p r i n t min ( p z e r o ) , max ( p z e r o ) , min ( p o n e ) , max ( p o n e )
# A v e H z e r o = u t i l . e n t r o p y ( p z e r o ) . mean ( )
# A v e H o n e = u t i l . e n t r o p y ( p o n e ) . mean ( )
# p r i n t t y p e ( A v e H z e r o ) , t y p e ( p x )
# d e l m o d e l o n e
# d e l m o d e l z e r o
# p r i n t A v e H o n e , A v e H z e r o
# p r i n t p x ∗ A v e H o n e + (1− p x ) ∗ A v e H z e r o
return px ∗self.aveH classification(Xtrial, Xgrid, np.array([1])
) + (1−px) ∗self.aveH classification(Xtrial,
Xgrid, np.array([0]))
def plot(self, iteration):
if len(self.bounds)==1:
self.plot 1d
elif len(self.bounds)==2:
self.plot 2d(iteration)
else:
raise NotImplementedError , "what should we plot in high
dimensions?"
def plot 1d(self):
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pass
def plot 2d(self, iteration , show objective=False, resolution=1000,
show variance=False, highlight latest=True, show entropy=True):
num plots = 1
if show objective: num plots += 1
if show variance: num plots += 1
if show entropy: num plots += 1
fig, ax = plt.subplots(1,num plots , sharex=True, sharey=True,
figsize=(4∗5,5))
ax = np.atleast 1d(ax)
assert ax.size==num plots
Xplot = GPyOpt.util.general.multigrid(self.bounds, resolution)
xx, yy = [x.reshape(resolution ,resolution) for x in Xplot.T]
p, = self.model.predict(Xplot)
mu, var = self.model. raw predict(Xplot)
std = np.sqrt(np.clip(var,0,np.inf))
vmin, vmax = self.model.Y.min(), self.model.Y.max()
# p r i n t ’ x x y y ’
# p r i n t x x . s h a p e , y y . s h a p e
CS = ax[0].contour(xx, yy, p.reshape(∗xx.shape), vmin=vmin,
vmax=vmax, cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
if highlight latest:ax[0].plot(self.model.X[−1,0], self.model.X
[−1,1], ’ro’, ms=16)
ax[0].scatter(self.model.X[:,0], self.model.X[:,1], 40, self.
model.Y[:,0],
linewidth=1.2, vmin=vmin, vmax=vmax, cmap=plt.cm.jet,
zorder=10)
#p = u t i l . n o r m c d f ( ( mu ) / np . s q r t (1+ np . c l i p ( v a r , 0 , np . i n f ) ) )# −
u t i l . n o r m c d f ( ( self . d a t a l o w e r −mu ) / s t d )
H = util.entropy(p)
# p r i n t ’ p r o b a b i l i t y ’
# p r i n t np . min ( p ) , np . max ( p )
# p r i n t ’ E n t r o p y ’
# p r i n t np . min ( H ) , np . max ( H )
ax[0].imshow(1−p.reshape(∗xx.shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray,
interpolation=’bilinear’,
origin=’lower’, extent=np.hstack(self.bounds), aspect=’
auto’)
ax count = 1
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# i f s h o w v a r i a n c e :
# a x [ a x c o u n t ] . c o n t o u r f ( x x , yy , s t d . r e s h a p e ( ∗ x x . s h a p e ) , cmap
= p l t . cm . B l u e s )
# a x c o u n t += 1
if show entropy:
foo = ax[ax count].contourf(xx,yy, H.reshape(∗xx.shape),
cmap=plt.cm.Blues, vmin=0, vmax=util.entropy(0.5))
plt.colorbar(foo)
ax count += 1
if show objective:
foo = ax[ax count].contourf(xx, yy, self.objective(Xplot).
reshape(resolution , resolution), cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.colorbar(foo)
fig.savefig(’/scratch/fun3d image’+str(iteration)+’.png’)
return fig, ax
def aveH classification(args):
Xnext = np.vstack((args[0].X, args[1]))
Y label = np.vstack((args[0].Y, args[3]))
model copy = copy.deepcopy(args[0])
model copy.set XY(Xnext, Y label)
p label , = np.asarray(model copy.predict(args[2]))
del model copy
return util.entropy(p label).mean()
def calculate accuracy(model, bound, resolution , Xplot, f truth):
model output , = model.predict(Xplot)
# p r i n t t y p e ( m o d e l o u t p u t )
# p r i n t l e n ( m o d e l o u t p u t )
model truth = np.array(([1 if i > .5 else 0 for i in model output])
).reshape(−1,1)
# p r i n t l e n ( f t r u t h )
# p r i n t f t r u t h . s h a p e , m o d e l t r u t h . s h a p e
# m o d e l
# p r i n t np . sum ( m o d e l t r u t h == f t r u t h )
# f o r i i n m o d e l t r u t h : p r i n t
print "ruth size?"
print type(f truth)
print model truth.shape, f truth.shape
print model truth.size, f truth.size, np.sum(model truth == f truth
)
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return float(np.sum(model truth == f truth))/f truth.size
def get data(file name):
print file name
X = []
epsilon = []
data =[]
f = codecs.open(file name , "r", "utf−8")
data = f.readlines()
for line in data:
dummy = line.split()
X.append([float(dummy[0]), float(dummy[2])])
epsilon.append(calculate label(float(dummy[4])))
f.close()
return np.array(X), np.array(epsilon).reshape(−1,1)
def f(X):
if len(X.shape)==1:
X = X.reshape(1,−1) # p r i n t X
classification = []
for point in X:
f1 = open(’fun3d template.txt’, ’r’)
f2 = open(’fun3d.nml’, ’w’)
for line in f1:
f2.write(line.replace(’$MACH$’, ’%5.5f’%point[0]).replace
(’$CFL$’, ’%5.5f’%500).replace(’$ANGLE$’, ’%5.5f’%
point[1]))
f1.close()
f2.close()
subprocess.call("mpirun −np 7 ./nodet mpi", shell=True)
with open(’om6inviscid hist.dat’, ’rb’) as fh:
fh.seek(−1024, 2)
last = fh.readlines()[−1].decode()
f = open(’workfile’, ’a’)
f.write(’%5.5f’%point[0])
f.write(’\t’)
f.write(’%5.5f’%500)
f.write(’\t’)
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f.write(’%5.5f’%point[1])
f.write(’\t’)
f.write(last);
# f . w r i t e ( ’ \ n ’ ) ;
f.close();
classification.append(calculate label(last))
return np.array(classification).reshape(−1,1)
def calculate label(line):
epsilon = 0
if type(line) == type(32.2):
epsilon = line
else:
epsilon = float(line.split()[1])
if epsilon <= float(u’10E−15’):
return 1
else:
return 0
def first step(main iteration):
# d e f i n e t h e p r o b l e m : b o u n d s , d a t a l i m i t s , f u n c t i o n a n d g r i d f o r
e v a l u a t i n g e n t r o p y .
bounds = [[0.5,2.3],[0,30]]
data lower , data upper = .5, .5
file name = ’/home/io/jross10/experiments/fun3d/dummyworkfile’
Xplot, f truth = get data(file name)
print Xplot.shape, f truth.shape
#d r a w f r o m t a GP f o r g r o u n d t r u t h .
# x x , y y = np . m g r i d [ b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] : b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 1 ] : 1 0 j , b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 0 ] :
b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 1 ] : 1 0 j ]
# p r i n t x x . f l a t t e n ( )
# p r i n t y y . f l a t t e n ( )
# X p o i n t s = np . v s t a c k ( ( x x . f l a t t e n ( ) , y y . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . T
# p r i n t X p o i n t s
# K=GPy . k e r n . RBF ( i n p u t d i m =2 , v a r i a n c e = 1 0 , l e n g t h s c a l e =2) . K ( X p o i n t s
)
# y p o i n t s = np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f −1∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 >=0 e l s e 0 f o r j i n
X p o i n t s ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
# y p o i n t s = np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f np . s q r t ( ( j [ 0 ] − 1 ) ∗∗2+ j [ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) >2 e l s e 0
f o r j i n X p o i n t s ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
’ ’ ’ y p o i n t s = [ ]
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f o r i i n X p o i n t s :
i f ( i [ 0 ] − 2 ) ∗ ∗2 + ( i [ 1 ] − 2 ) ∗ ∗ 2 <= 4 :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 1 )
e l i f ( i [ 0 ] + 2 ) ∗ ∗2 + ( i [ 1 ] + 2 ) ∗ ∗ 2 <= 4 :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 1 )
e l s e :
y p o i n t s . a p p e n d ( 0 )
# p r i n t y p o i n t s ’ ’ ’
# d e f f ( X ) :
# i f l e n ( X . s h a p e ) ==1:
# X = X . r e s h a p e ( 1 , − 1 ) # p r i n t X
# r e t u r n ( mTrue . p r e d i c t ( X ) [ 0 ] )
# p r i n t np . a r r a y ( np . s i g n ( [ − 1 ∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 f o r j i n X p o i n t s ] ) ) .
r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 ) . s i z e
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( ( [ 1 i f −1∗ j [ 0 ] + 3 ∗ j [ 1 ] − 2 >= 0 e l s e 0 f o r j i n X
] ) ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
# r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( [ 1 i f np . s q r t ( ( j [ 0 ] − 1 ) ∗∗2+ j [ 1 ] ∗ ∗ 2 ) >2 e l s e 0
f o r j i n X ] ) . r e s h a p e ( − 1 , 1 )
#x x , y y = np . m g r i d [ b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 0 ] : b o u n d s [ 0 ] [ 1 ] : 5 0 j , b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 0 ] :
b o u n d s [ 1 ] [ 1 ] : 5 0 j ]
# X g r i d = np . v s t a c k ( ( x x . f l a t t e n ( ) , y y . f l a t t e n ( ) ) ) . T
# I n [ 7 ] :
# f i r s t f e w e v a l u a t i o n s a t r a n d o m p o i n t s a n d c o n s t r u c t i o n o f GP
m o d e l
from pyDOE import lhs
initial points = 10
X = lhs(2, initial points , criterion="maximin", iterations=1000)
X = X ∗np.array([bounds[0][1]−bounds[0][0], bounds[1][1]−bounds
[1][0]]) + np.array([bounds[0][0], bounds[1][0]])
# p r i n t X
Y = f(X)
print (Y.shape == Y.shape)
# p r i n t Y
m = GPy.models.GPClassification(X,Y, kernel=GPy.kern.Matern52(2,
1, 1.))
#m . G a u s s i a n n o i s e . f i x ( 1 e −8)
# m . p l o t ( )
total accuracy = [[]]
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# I n [ ] :
# I n [ 8 ] :
start = time.time()
iteration = 200
accuracy list = []
for it in range(iteration):
start loop = time.time()
# o p t i m i z e now a n d t h e n .
# i f i t %25 == 0 a n d i t != 0 : # a n d i t >1:
# i f i t == 1 :
# p a s s
# e l s e :
# # p a s s
# m . o p t i m i z e ( ’ b f g s ’ )
# h e r e ’ s t h e EntABC i n s t a n c e
mABC = EntABC(bounds, m, data lower , data upper)
# c h o o s e t h e b e s t p o i n t s e e n b y t h e O p t i m i z a t i o n m o d e l
Xnew, mBO = mABC.select next point()
# p l o t
mABC.plot(it)
# mBO . p l o t c o n v e r g e n c e ( )
# a c t u a l l y s e t t h e i n t e n d e d o b s e r v a
Ynew = f(Xnew)
# p r i n t t y p e ( Ynew ) , t y p e ( Xnew )
setX = np.vstack((m.X, Xnew))
setY = np.vstack((m.Y, Ynew))
dummy = calculate accuracy(m, bounds, 100, Xplot, f truth)
accuracy list.append(dummy)
print ’Accuracy is ’+str(dummy)
m.set XY(setX, setY)
print ’Iteration Number ’+str(it+1)
print ’Iteration Time was ’+str(((time.time()−start loop)
/60.0))+’ minutes’
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# p r i n t c a l c u l a t e a c c u r a c y ( )
try:
with open("fun3d results "+str(main iteration)+".txt", "w
") as myfile:
json.dump(accuracy list , myfile)
except:
print "some where io error"
print ’Final Iteration’
end = time.time()
print ’Total time was ’+str((end−start)/60.0)+’ Minutes’
return accuracy list
def dummy function():
# I n [ ] :
# p l o t t h e t r u t h
fig,ax = plt.subplots(1,3, sharex=True, sharey=True, figsize
=(18,6))
ff = f(Xgrid).reshape(∗xx.shape)
CS = ax[0].contour(xx, yy, ff.reshape(∗xx.shape),np.arange(−6,6,2)
, vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(), cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
ptrue = (ff<data upper)∗1.
ax[0].imshow(1−ptrue.reshape(∗xx.shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray,
interpolation=’nearest’, origin=’lower’, extent=np.hstack(
bounds))
ax[0].set title(’ground truth’)
# s p a c e f i l l e r
from pyDOE import lhs
Xfill = lhs(2, samples=m.Y.size, criterion="maximin", iterations
=1000)
Xfill = Xfill ∗np.array([bounds[0][1]−bounds[0][0], bounds[1][1]−
bounds[1][0]]) + np.array([bounds[0][0], bounds[1][0]])
Yfill = f(Xfill)
mfill = GPy.models.GPRegression(Xfill,Yfill, kernel=GPy.kern.
Matern52(2, 1, 1.))
mfill.Gaussian noise.fix(1e−6)
mfill.optimize restarts(3)
mfill mu , mfill var = mfill.predict(Xgrid)
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CS = ax[1].contour(xx, yy, mfill mu.reshape(∗xx.shape),np.arange
(−6,6,2), vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(), cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
from scipy import stats
def probabilities(mu, var):
return stats.norm.cdf((mu)/np.sqrt(var)) #− s t a t s . norm . c d f (−(
mu − d a t a l o w e r ) / np . s q r t ( v a r ) )
ax[1].imshow(1−probabilities(mfill mu , mfill var).reshape(∗xx.
shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray, interpolation=’bilinear’, origin=’
lower’, extent=np.hstack(bounds))
ax[1].plot(Xfill[:,0], Xfill[:,1], ’ro’)
ax[1].set title(’space filling’)
m ent mu , m ent var = m. raw predict(Xgrid)
ax[2].imshow(1−probabilities(m ent mu , m ent var).reshape(∗xx.
shape).T, cmap=plt.cm.gray, interpolation=’bilinear’, origin=’
lower’, extent=np.hstack(bounds))
ax[2].plot(m.X[:,0], m.X[:,1], ’ro’)
CS = ax[2].contour(xx, yy, m ent mu.reshape(∗xx.shape),np.arange
(−6,6,2), vmin=ff.min(), vmax=ff.max(), cmap=plt.cm.jet)
plt.clabel(CS, inline=1, fontsize=10)
ax[2].set title(’Entropic search’)
ax[2].set ylim(yy.min(),yy.max())
ptrue = ptrue.flatten()
# g e t t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r t h e s p a c e − f i l l i n g d e s i g n
mu, var = mfill. raw predict(Xgrid)
pfill = probabilities(mu, var).flatten()
pfill = np.where(ptrue==1,pfill, 1−pfill)
print ’fill:’, np.mean(np.log(pfill)), np.mean(ptrue==(pfill>0.5)
)
# g e t t h e p r o b a b i l i t i e s f o r t h e e n t r o p y s e a r c h
p, = m.predict(Xgrid)
#p = p r o b a b i l i t i e s ( mu , v a r ) . f l a t t e n ( )
p = np.where(ptrue==1,p, 1−p)
print ’ES:’, np.mean(np.log(p)), np.mean(ptrue==(p>0.5))
# I n [ ] :
x range = range(initial points , iteration+initial points)
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mfill
# I n [ ] :
m.plot()
plt.figure(0)
plt.plot(x range , accuracy list)
plt.ylabel(’Accuracy %’)
plt.xlabel(’Total Number of Evaluations’)
plt.plot()
# I n [ ] :
m.pickle(’example model.pickle’)
# I n [ ] :
print m.Y, m.Y.size
# I n [ ] :
plt.plot(np.random.randn(10))
# I n [ ] :
def main():
results = []
# t r y :
accuracy = first step(1)
results.append(accuracy)
# p r i n t ” E p o c h n u m b e r ”+ s t r ( i +1) +” o u t o f 2 5 ”
# e x c e p t E x c e p t i o n a s e :
# p r i n t s t r ( e ) + ’ we a r e g o i n g t o t r y a g a i n ’
# w i t h o p e n ( ’ l o n g c i r c l e a c c u r a c y . t x t ’ , ’ w ’ ) a s m y f i l e :
# j s o n . dump ( r e s u l t s , m y f i l e )
# I n [ ] :
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if name ==" main ":
main()
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C FUN3D Images
This section we show all FUN3D images with even number points starting with
10 that have been evaluated on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 9: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 10: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 11: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 30, 32, 34, 36 and 38 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 12: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 13: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 50, 52, 54, 56 and 58 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 14: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 60, 62, 64, 66 and 68 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 15: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 70, 72, 74, 76 and 78 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 16: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 80, 82, 84, 86 and 88 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 17: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 90, 92, 94, 96 and 98 points with out optimization performed
on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 18: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 100, 102, 1094, 106 and 108 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 19: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 110, 112, 114, 116 and 118 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 20: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 120, 122, 124, 126 and 128 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 21: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 130, 132, 134, 136 and 138 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 22: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 140, 142, 144, 146 and 148 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 23: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 150, 152, 154, 156 and 158 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 24: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 160, 162, 164, 166 and 168 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 25: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 170, 172, 174, 176 and 178 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
80
Figure 26: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 180, 182, 184, 186 and 188 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
81
Figure 27: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 190, 192, 194, 196 and 198 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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Figure 28: Example of the development of the Emulator(left) and Entropy(right)
for point totals 200, 202, 204, 206 and 208 points with out optimization per-
formed on the FUN3D simulator.
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